Exosome Diagnostics Runs World’s First Point of Care Liquid Biopsy
Instrument Within Leading Boston Hospital
Fully Automated Blood In, Answer Out Instrument
CAMBRIDGE, MA- January 4, 2017—Exosome Diagnostics, Inc. announced that its exosomal protein
capture and quantitative analysis instrument, named Shahky, was shipped to a laboratory within a major
hospital in Boston, where it was tested and determined that its performance was on target with the
instrument’s product specifications:










NO UP-FRONT SAMPLE PREP IS REQUIRED
Ten microliters of biofluid input
Label free detection
Fully automated
Four (4) minute run time
High sensitivity and specificity (100x more
sensitive than ELISA)
Small desktop footprint (12” x 16” x 18”)
5-minute instrument installation time
Enriched disease specific protein analysis

Figure 1. Shahky desktop instrument with
consumable being inserted

“Shahky was designed and developed as a medical device.
We are pleased that the results from the tests highlight not only its unprecedented performance, but
also the robustness of the instrument as evidenced by testing in an external laboratory,” stated Raaj
Venkatesan, Head of Regulatory Affairs at Exosome Diagnostics who also led the development of the
instrument. “Given Shahky’s small footprint, sensitivity, turnaround time, and accuracy, the instrument
is ideal for future point of care system placement within clinical practice,” Venkatesan continued.
There is an immediate need for placement within pharmaceutical companies for clinical companion
diagnostic programs and post translational modification interrogation. Shahky has the ability to capture
and detect exosomes, from plasma, specific to a particular disease state and/or tissue and quantitatively
interrogate its associated proteins– something that no other commercially available instrument is able
to achieve.
“We’ve unlocked a new capability in the field of liquid biopsy diagnostics. Up until now, there has not
been a way to enhance disease specific signatures as other technologies are dominated by background
noise which drowns out the predictive signal,” stated Johan Skog, Chief Scientific Officer of Exosome
Diagnostics.
Details of Shahky’s Early Access Program, will soon be released.
“Shahky will contribute immediate significant incremental revenue to the
company’s thriving companion diagnostic business in 2017 and is on target
for regulatory clearance and placement within the clinical marketplace,”
stated John Boyce, President and CEO of Exosome Diagnostics. “This
creates a platform and ecosystem for deployment of the
Figure 2. Designed for the clinical laboratory

company’s diagnostic tests, thereby creating significant value for both clinicians as well as our
pharmaceutical partners,” Boyce continued.
About Exosome Diagnostics
Exosome Diagnostics is a privately held company focused on developing and commercializing
revolutionary biofluid-based diagnostics to deliver personalized precision healthcare that improves lives.
The company’s novel exosome-based technology platform, ExoLution™, can yield comprehensive and
dynamic molecular insights to transform how cancer and other serious diseases are diagnosed, treated
and monitored. Visit www.exosomedx.com to learn more.
ExoDx is a registered trademark of Exosome Diagnostics, Inc. Exosome Diagnostics and ExoLution are
unregistered trademarks of Exosome Diagnostics, Inc.
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